In interactive audio services, users can render audio objects rather freely to match their desires and the spatial audio object coding (SAOC) scheme is fairly good both in the sense of bitrate and audio quality. But rather perceptible audio quality degradation can occur when an object is suppressed or played alone. To complement this, the SAOC scheme with Two-Step Coding (SAOC-TSC) was proposed. But the bitrate of the side information increases two times compared to that of the original SAOC due to the bitrate needed for the residual coding used to enhance the audio quality. In this paper, an efficient residual coding method of the SAOC-TSC is proposed to reduce the side information bitrate without audio quality degradation or complexity increase. key words: interactive audio service, spatial audio object coding, residual coding
Introduction
Presently, we usually enjoy music passively, i.e., it is rendered by experts like a producer. But the audio channel environment is rapidly changing to multi-directional ones and our desires for music suitable to our preference have also been steadily increasing. That is mainly why we need more reliable and higher-quality interactive audio services (IASs).
For IASs, all the component objects are supplied to users instead of the single premixed music. Hence, IASs have not only the advantage of reflecting personal preference but the disadvantage of the bitrate increase to transmit all of the object signals for object control. The bitrate increase becomes a non-negligible obstacle for successful IASs especially in mobile environments.
The SAOC has good performance with relatively low bitrate [1] and is the appropriate scheme for IASs. But the SAOC conducts sub-band processing with spatial parameters and it becomes hard to reconstruct the objects faithfully. Although the audio quality degradation does not seem significant when all of the objects are played, users can perceive noticeable degradation when a specific object is suppressed or played alone.
To cope with this, the SAOC Two-Step Coding (SAOC-TSC) utilizing the residual signal of the target object was proposed [2] . Its audio quality is becomes better but with increased complexity and 2-3 times more bitrate of the side information. In this paper, we propose an efficient residual coding method for the SAOC-TSC to reduce the side information bitrate.
Related Works

Spatial Audio Object Coding
The SAOC in Fig. 1 encodes needed music objects into one down-mix signal with its side information as spatial parameters. And a user can enjoy a premixed music with the downmix signal when no SAOC decoder is available [3] . The down-mix signal is calculated as the weighted sum of the input object signals.
To obtain the spatial parameters, the input signals are transformed in frequency domain per frame by the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The object level difference (OLD), a kind of the spatial parameter, is the power ratio between the input objects and calculated by Eq. (1)
where Table 1 [4] .
The signal of each object is reconstructed in the decoder by multiplying the down-mix signals with the subband gain as in Eq. (2) The gain value of the sub-band is calculated with the OLD using Eq. (3)
2.2 SAOC Two-Step Coding [2] The first step of the SAOC-TSC encoder is same to the SAOC encoder as shown in Fig. 2 and it generates commonobject down-mix signals and OLD spatial parameters. The common-object down-mix signal is the weighted sum of the input objects except target one. The step II encoder, the second step, makes the final down-mix signal and step II parameters. The step II parameters consist of the channel level differences (CLDs) and the residual signal. The final down-mix signal is evaluated as the weighted sum of the common-object down-mix and the target object signals. CLD values are calculated as the power ratio between the target object and the commonobject down-mix signals as Eq. (4) [2], [5] , [6] CLD( f, b) = 10 log 10
where P t and P dm are the power of the target object and the common-object down-mix signals, respectively. The subband gains of the target and the common-object down-mix signals are represented with the CLD value as,
where G t and G dm are the gain of the target object and the 
where D is the signal of the final down-mix in frequency domain. Finally, the residual signal can be represented using the two input signals and the CLD values as,
where R( f, k) is the kth residual signal of the f th frame. Note that residual signal encoding is additionally conducted with bitrate increase to minimize the difference and it usually improves audio quality [2] . For more efficient encoding, careful effective bandwidth set-up is required because a rather high bitrate is needed to encode the whole bandwidth of the residual signal. We excluded higher frequency bands from the effective bandwidths considering poor human auditory sensitivity for those frequency ranges. Considering both the audio quality and the bitrate for residual coding, the effective bandwidth was decided on 0-5.5 kHz [2] .
Line spectral frequency quantization and transform coded excitation coding are used for the residual coding after linear predictive analysis [2] . The SAOC-TSC adopts a fixed bitrate in residual coding.
The step II decoder of the SAOC-TSC as shown in Fig. 3 makes the common-object down-mix and the target signals with the transmitted final down-mix signal and the step II parameters. The step I decoder reconstructs the objects using the common-object down-mix signal from the step II decoder and the transmitted step I parameters.
Discussions on Previous Works
Each object decoded through the SAOC has some undesirable distortion caused by the other objects in the downmix signal and discontinuities in frequency because it is reconstructed by multiplying the down-mix signals using the power ratio per sub-band as Eqs. (2) and (3) . This audio quality degradation makes the SAOC almost impossible be used in high-quality IASs where a specific object needs to The complexity and the bitrate of the SAOC-TSC are increased about 2 times compared to that of the SAOC due to the residual coding adopted for quality enhancement. It shows improved audio quality and can be used for various services where single object elimination or playing is needed.
SAOC-TSC Variable Residual Coding Scheme
Residual coding of the SAOC-TSC adopts the effective bandwidth of the 0-5.5 kHz frequency regions and the fixed bitrate of 15 kbps per channel [2] .
The target object and the common-object down-mix signals don't always exist both in time and effective bandwidth. Also, because the target object can be not only vocal but also instruments, it would be better to adjust the effective bandwidth along with their frequency characteristics. But the SAOC-TSC fixed residual coding scheme adopts fixed bitrate and effective bandwidth.
In this paper, we propose the SAOC-TSC variable residual coding (SAOC-TSC(VRC)) scheme. The bitrate and the effective bandwidth of the residual coding can be adjusted through an analysis of the target object and the common-object down-mix signals. In this way, the bitrate for the residual signal can be reduced. Adopted 4 residual coding modes are shown Table 2 .
As explained previously, the effective bandwidth is simply obtained from the CLD because the power information of the target object and the common-object down-mix signals are included in the value. From Eq. (4), the CLD is +∞ dB or −∞ dB if any of two signals is zero.
Basically, the structure of the SAOC-TSC(VRC) is almost same to that of the SAOC-TSC. Only the analysis module for effective bandwidth determination is added to the step II encoder. Similarly, in the step II decoder, the decoding is performed with the transmitted CLD.
Consequently, the bitrate for the residual coding can be reduced without a noticeable complexity change.
Experiments and Results
Experimental Conditions
For performance evaluation, experiments were performed for the target object suppressed service. Five popular Korean songs in Table 3 were used as test items. They were CD quality stereo signals. We show the average bitrate reduction for all five items achieved by the proposed method in Table 4 and 5. To compare audio quality, we conducted the objective and subjective performance evaluations for the three target objects (vocal, rhythm, and bass).
Bit-Rate of Side Information
The average occurrence rate of the selected bitrate mode of variable residual coding for each item is shown in Table 4 . As a result, for about 38 % of the occurrences, bitrate reduction can be tried. Final bitrate reduction results are summarized in Table  5 . Namely, by applying VRC to SAOC-TSC residual coding, about average 24.5 % bitrate reduction of all objects comprising the five items is achieved.
Objective and Subjective Performance Evaluation
To compare the signal distortion objectively, we used the segmental signal-to-noise ratio (SEGSNR) and the symmetric Kullback-Leibler distance (SKLD). Table 6 shows that the SAOC-TSC with residual coding has better performance than that without it and the distortion of the SAOC-TSC (FRC) is almost same to that of the SAOC-TSC (VRC). Table 7 Configuration for MUSHRA Test
Scheme Description
Hidden Reference
Reference signal generated with the original audio objects (the sum of the original common-objects except target object) For subjective performance evaluation, a multiple stimuli with hidden reference and anchor (MUSHRA) test was performed [7] . The MUSHRA test configuration is in Table 7 . Listening test was performed by twelve attendants using Sennheiser HD 650 headphones.
Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the subjective test results of vocal, rhythm and bass as a suppressed target object. The results confirm that the SAOC-TSC (FRC) audio quality is almost same to that of the SAOC-TSC (VRC).
Conclusion
The variable residual coding technic is proposed to reduce the side information bitrate used for the residual coding in the SAOC-TSC. Our results show that it can reduce the side information bitrate without audio quality degradation and complexity increase.
Even if the reduced bitrate amount might not be so significant, our method can promote IASs in mobile environments, especially when hardware constraints are crucial due to the various applications embedded on the terminal.
